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Abstract— One of the problems in data integration is data
overlap: the fact that different data sources have data on the same
real world entities. Much development time in data integration
projects is devoted to entity resolution. Often advanced similarity
measurement techniques are used to remove semantic duplicates
from the integration result or solve other semantic conflicts, but
it proofs impossible to get rid of all semantic problems in data
integration. An often-used rule of thumb states that about 90%
of the development effort is devoted to solving the remaining
10% hard cases. In an attempt to significantly decrease human
effort at data integration time, we have proposed an approach
that stores any remaining semantic uncertainty and conflicts in
a probabilistic database enabling it to already be meaningfully
used. The main development effort in our approach is devotedto
defining and tuning knowledge rules and thresholds. Rules and
thresholds directly impact the size and quality of the integration
result. We measure integration quality indirectly by measuring
the quality of answers to queries on the integrated data set
in an information retrieval-like way. The main contributio n
of this report is an experimental investigation of the effects
and sensitivity of rule definition and threshold tuning on the
integration quality. This proves that our approach indeed reduces
development effort — and not merely shifts the effort to rule
definition and threshold tuning — by showing that setting rough
safe thresholds and defining only a few rules suffices to produce
a ‘good enough’ integration that can be meaningfully used.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Data integration is a challenging problem in many ap-
plication areas as it usually requires manual resolution of
semantic issues like schema heterogeneity, data overlap, and
data inconsistency. In this report we focus on data overlap as a
major source of semantic uncertainty and conflicts, hence for
the need for human involvement. Data overlap occurs when
data sources contain data about the same real world objects
(rwos). This problem is often referred to asentity resolution.
Often advanced similarity measurement techniques are usedto
remove semantic duplicates and solve other semantic conflicts.
An often-used rule of thumb states that about 90% of the
development effort is devoted to solving the remaining 10%
hard cases, because human knowledge is required to ultimately
decide if two data items refer to the samerwo and, if so,
how to resolve conflicts between the two. Note that strictly
speaking, even for humans making an absolute decision may
be extremely labor-intensive. Fig. 1 illustrates this: it may very

well be that these two data items refer to the samerwo, namely
a woman who recently got married and moved in with her
husband.

Data source 1
name: Elisabeth Johnson
address: Wall street 12
phone: 555-823 5430

Data source 2
name: Beth Clark
address: Robertson Ave 2
phone: 555-234 8751

Fig. 1. Example instances
of two data sources with
address cards

Most data integration approaches
require resolution of semantic un-
certainty and conflicts before the
integrated data can be meaningfully
used [1]. We believe, however, that
data integration can be made into
less of a development obstacle by
removing this restriction striving for
less perfect, but near-automatic inte-
gration, i.e., “good is good enough”
data integration. The idea behind
our probabilistic data integration approach is to postpone
resolution of the remaining 10% semantic uncertainty to a
moment more natural to human involvement namely during
querying. Being able to properly handle uncertainty in datacan
provide for near-automatic data integration. Parts of the data
that require tighter integration can be improved incrementally
while the integrated source is being used [2].

An overview of our approach is given in Fig. 2 [3], [4]. We
view a database as a representation of information about the
real world based on observations. In this view, data integration
is a means to combine observations stored in different data
sources. Since we focus on data overlap, we assume that the
schemas of the data sources are already aligned. The DBMS
becomes uncertain about the state of the real world when
observations conflict or cannot be traced back torwos with
certainty. We have chosen a representation of uncertain data
that compactly represents in one XML tree all possible states
the real world can be in, thepossible worlds. Posing queries
to an uncertain database simply means that an application
may receive several possible answers. In many application
areas, this suffices if those answers can be properly ranked
according to likelihood. A user interacting with an application
can provide feedback on the correctness or plausibility of
these answers. This feedback can be traced back to possible
worlds, hence be used to removeimpossibleworlds from the
representation in the database. This incrementally improves
the integration by reducing uncertainty [2].
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Fig. 2. Information Cycle

An automatic process can in theory never make an absolute
decision for entity resolution. However unlikely, there are
always situations imaginable where data items that completely
differ still refer to the samerwo (as in Fig. 1) or where
similar data items refer to differentrwos. But, if a probabilistic
integration system would consider and store all theoretically
possible alternatives, the integrated data set would explode
in size. Therefore, a human is still needed to help with the
reduction in possibilities by specifying knowledge rules that
make absolute decisions. An example of such a rule could
be: “if according to some distance measure, address cards are
further away than some threshold, assume that they do not
refer to the samerwo. We observed that simple rules like this
ruling out non-sensical alternatives often suffice to reduce the
amount of uncertainty to a manageable size [5].

To prove, however, that our approach indeed reduces de-
velopment effort significantly — and not merely shifts the
effort to rule definition and threshold tuning — we need to
show that setting rough thresholds and defining only a few
rules suffices to produce a ‘good enough’ integration that
can be meaningfully used. ‘Good enough’ here refers to the
quality of the integration result. We define the quality of an
integrated data set by means of the quality of the possible
answers to queries. Ruling outincorrect possibilities not only
results in a reduction in size of the integrated data set, it
also results in a betterquality integration, because incorrect
possibilities lead to incorrectness in the answers. When rules
make absolute decisions, they may, however, make a wrong
decision (e.g., the given rule would make the wrong decision
for Fig. 1). Ruling outcorrect possibilities in this way leads
to a lower quality integration result. Therefore, there is a
trade-off between a developer trying to specify stricter rules
to reduce the amount of uncertainty and increase integration
quality, and the likelihood that his rules make wrong decisions,
which decreases integration quality. Observe that currentdata
scrubbing and entity resolution techniques make an absolute
decision at integration time for all data items, hence are likely
to make such mistakes and therefore do not produce the best
quality integration result.

The effects of rules and thresholds on integration quality
is far from trivial, because a particular case of semantic

uncertainty may affect one query and not another. Moreover,
there often exist dependencies between semantic conflicts.
Upfront, it is also not evident how big the impact of additional
uncertainty is on the integration quality. In other words, how
rule definition and threshold tuning precisely affect integration
quality needs to be investigated experimentally with real-life
data. Such an investigation is the focus of this report: This
report presents an experimental investigation of the effects
and sensitivity of rule definition and theshold tuning on the
integration quality.

Albeit an intuitively attractive notion, ‘integration quality’ is
rather vague. Therefore, we have defined information retrieval-
like query answer quality measures based on precision and
recall. The statistical notion ofexpected valuewhen applied to
precision and recall naturally takes into account the probability
with which a system claims query answers to be true.1 The
effect is that the quality of a correct answer is higher if the
system dares to claim that it is correct with a higher proba-
bility. Analogously, incorrect answers with a high probability
are worse than incorrect answers with a low probability.

The trade-off of a developer trying to specify stricter rules
and thresholds to reduce the amount of uncertainty and in-
crease integration quality, and the likelihood that his rules
make wrong decisions which decreases integration quality,can
now be more precisely defined. We forsee that as long as a
developer’s rules and thresholds do not make wrong decisions,
precision goes up and recall remains the same with stricter
rules and thresholds. If, however, they become too strict and
start to make wrong decisions, precision and recall go down.
Our hypothesis is, however, is that

1) Precision and recall are not very sensitive to low thresh-
olds, hence developers can save much effort on threshold
tuning by taking rough but safe thresholds, and

2) Just a few rules suffice to achieve acceptable integration
quality, hence there is also not much effort required in
rule definition.

A. Contribution

The contributions of this report are
• an experimental investigation of the sensitivity of rule

definition and threshold tuning on integration quality, and
• based on these insights provide experimental evidence

that our probabilistic integration approach indeed signif-
icantly reduces development effort.

B. Running example

As a running example and set-up for our experiments, we
selected a typical web application that requires integration of
data sources on the internet. The purpose of the application
is to collect information on movies that are about to be aired
on TV. It uses an internet TV guide2 for finding out which

1In [6], we also proposed adapted notions of precision and recall. The latter
coincided with the expected value of recall, but the former does not. We have
chosen to also use the expected value of precision in this report instead of
the adapted precision measure of [6].
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title: The Namesake
year: 2006
genre: Drama
actors:
Jacinda Barrett (Maxine)
Benjamin Bauman (Donald)
Sudipta Bhawmik (Subroto Mesho)
Sibani Biswas (Mrs.Mazumdar)
Jessica Blank (Edith)
SabyasachiChakraborty

(Ashima’s Father)

Gary Cowling (Hotel Manager)
Gretchen Egolf (Astrid)

Rupak Ginn (Uncle)
Josh Grisetti (Jerry)
Jagannath Guha (Ghosh)
Ruma Guha Thakurta (Ashoke’s Mother)
GlenneHeadley (Lydia)
Maximiliano Herandez (Ben)
Irrfan Khan (Ashoke)
Jhumpa Lahiri (JhumpaMashi)
Dhruv Mookerji (Rana)
Gargi Mukherjee (Mira Mashi)
Sahira Nair (Sonia)
B.C. Parikh (Mr.Mazumdar)

Kal Penn (Gogol)

Zuleikha Robinson
(Moushumi)

SebastianRoche (Pierre)
Justin Rosini (Marc)
TamalRoy Choudhury (Ashoke’s Father)

TanushreeShankar (Ashima’s Mother)
Bobby Steggert (Jason)
Tabu (Ashima)
Baylen Thomas (Blake)
Amy Wright (Pam)
Jo Yang (Ms. Lu)
24 more actors

time: 12:30 pm/ET
date: June 5, 2008
channel: CMAX
other data like parental-rating, country,
running-time, format, production-company,
released-by

title: Namesake, The
year: 2006
genres: Comedy, Drama,Romance
actors:
Barrett, Jacinda (MaxineRatliff )
Bauman, Benjamin (Donald)
Bhawmik, Sudipta (Subrata Mesho)
Biswas, Sibani (Mrs.Mazoomdar)
Blank, Jessica (Edith)
Chakravarthy , Sabyasachi

(Ashima’s Father)
Collins, Marcus (Graham)
Cowling, Gary (Hotel Manager)
Egolf, Gretchen (Astrid)
Gerroll, Daniel (Gerald Ratliff)
Ginn, Rupak (Uncle)
Grisetti, Josh (Jerry)
Guha, Jagannath (Ghosh)
Guha Thakurta, Ruma (Ashoke’s Mother)
Headly, Glenne (LydiaRatliff )
Hernández, Maximiliano (Ben)
Khan, Irfan (I) (AshokeGanguli)
Lahiri, Jhumpa (Aunt Jhumpa)
Mookerji, Dhruv (Rana)
Mukherjee, Gargi (Mira Mashi)
Nair, Sahira (SoniaGanguli)
Parekh, B.C. (Mr.Mazoomdar)
Pasquale, Rose (Woman in Laundromat)
Penn, Kal (Gogol Ganguli)
Ritter, Allison Lee (Emily)
Robinson, Zuleikha

(MoushumiMazoomdar)
Roché, Sebastian (Pierre)
Rosini, Justin (Marc)
Sengupta, Tamal (Ashoke’s Father)
Sethi, Payal (Ashima’s friend)
Shankar,Tanusree (Ashima’s Mother)
Steggert, Bobby (Jason)
Tabu (I) (AshimaGanguli)
Thomas, Baylen (Blake)
Wright, Amy (I) (Pamela)
Yang, Jo(I) (Ms. Lu)

directors: Nair, Mira
other data like locations,
keywords, and plots.

Fig. 3. Illustration of differences between our data sets (important differences
in boldface).

movies are about to be aired as well as other information
the website provides for these movies. The application fur-
thermoreenrichesthis information with data from IMDB3. In
our experiments, we enrich it with information about genres,
actors, directors, locations, keywords, and plots.

Fig. 3 shows the data about the movie ‘The Namesake’
from both data sets as an illustration of the differences and
entity resolution problems the application faces. One entity
resolution problem is that it cannot determine with certainty
which movie of the TV guide corresponds with which movie

3www.imdb.com

in IMDB. We have observed typos and different naming
conventions in the titles (e.g., ‘The Namesake’ vs. ‘Namesake,
The’). Furthermore, both data sources have data on actors
and their roles in the movie. This poses a second entity
resolution problem: the application cannot determine with
certainty which actors and roles correspond. There are many
typos and differences in naming conventions in actor names
and role descriptions (e.g., ‘Glenne Headley’ with role ‘Lydia’
vs. ‘Headly, Glenne’ with role ‘Lydia Ratcliff’). There is even
a major semantic conflict on the role of Ashoke’s Father:
‘Tamal Roy Choudhury’ vs. ‘Tamal Sengupta’ for which even
a human would doubt whether or not this is the same actor.

C. Overview

The report is organized as follows. Section II describes re-
lated research. We then introduce our probabilistic integration
approach in Section III. Since measurement of the usually hard
to grasp concept of quality plays a vital role in this research,
we devote an entire section to this topic (Section IV). We
then present our experiments in Section V. Finally, we present
conclusions and future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Several models for uncertain data have been proposed over
the years. Initial efforts all focused on relational data [7] and
also currently efforts are being made in the relational setting
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. With relational data models, two
methods to associate confidences with data are commonly
used. The first method associates the confidence scores with
individual attributes [7], whereas the second method associates
these confidence scores with entire tuples [9].

Semistructured data, and in particular XML, has also been
used as a data model for uncertain data [13], [14], [3].
There are two basic strategies. The first strategy isevent
based uncertainty, where choices for particular alternatives
are based on specified events [14], [13]. Nodes are annotated
with event expressions which validate or invalidate the node
and its subtree according to combinations of occurrences of
events. One particular combination of events represents a
possible world, hence all possible worlds can be obtained by
enumerating all possible combinations. In event based models,
the events are assumed to be independent of each other.

The other strategy for semistructured models ischoice point
baseduncertainty [3]. With this strategy, at specific points in
the tree a node representing a choice between substrees is
inserted. Choosing one child node, and as a result an entire
subtree, invalidates the other child nodes. As with the event
based strategy, one particular possible world can be selected by
making a choice for each choice point. The model presented
in this report is based on the choice point strategy.

The amount of work on information integration is enormous.
The topic has been studied for several decades already and
will remain a research question for many more to come. This
is due to the semantics captured in the schema and data.
Since semantics is impossible to handle by a machine, human
involvement will always be necessary to make final decisions



on semantical issues. A first and already well-studied challenge
in information integration is schema matching. The result of
this process is a mapping between data sources relating not
only element types, but also providing mapping functions that
indicate how thedatashould be transformed from one source
to the other.

A recent overview of schema integration is given in [1]. The
Learning Source Descriptions (LSD) project [15], [16] from
the same authors is widely recognized as a big step forward in
the schema integration field. In this project, machine learning
techniques are applied to effectively use datainstancesfor
schema matching. Furthermore, it employs a multi-strategy
approach where clues obtained from several base learners are
combined into a joint similarity estimate by a meta learner.

Although, the schema integration phase is an important and
difficult part of the entire integration process, it is not the
focus of this report. In this report, we assume that schema
integration has already taken place and we focus on the
integration issues in the instance data. The one work we
found that also uses a probabilistic XML representation in an
attempt to integrate XML documents is [17]. Others [18], [19]
also use probabilistic databases, but they focus on uncertainty
pertaining to the mappings produced by a schema matcher.
Nevertheless, this also creates uncertainty about existence of
tuples in the integrated database.

The problem addressed in this report is highly related to
entity resolution or record linkage. In [20], a generic approach
to entity resolution is presented. The method is generic in
the sense that both comparing and merging of records are
viewed as black-boxes. In an earlier report [21], the generic
approach is used to also manage confidences along with
the data. [22] describes an approach for extracting entities
from unstructured (textual) sources. An algebra with extraction
operators is presented which allows to combine evidences
from different sources. For example, for extracting researchers
mentioned as PC-members in conference notifications, the
researchers are disambiguated by checking in DBLP whether
or not two researchers have ever been co-authors, which is a
highly domain-specific but very accurate technique for entity
resolution for research entities. Closely related is the topic of
entity search[23]: search engines not geared towards finding
web pages, but entities such as persons or telephone numbers.

III. PROBABILISTIC DATA INTEGRATION

In this section, we present the probabilistic data integra-
tion approach used inIMPrECISE, our prototype used in
the experiments. Our approach is based onpossible worlds
theory, which is explained next. We explain our representation
for uncertain data, the integration algorithm itself and the
knowledge rules that are used during integration.

A. Possible worlds

An ordinary database can be considered a representation of
(a part of) the real world. In an ideal system, this representation
perfectly matches the real world. There are, however, many
application areas where this is not the case. An uncertain
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Fig. 4. Example fragments from both sources

database allows to store multiple possible representations
for a real-world object (rwo) in case it is uncertain which
representation is the correct one. In that sense, an uncertain
database is a representation of possible worlds. Possible worlds
are mutually exclusive, and as a consequence, at most one
of the possible worlds actually correctly represents the real
world. Each possible world can have an associated probability
indicating the confidence with which the database beliefs that
the particular possible world is correct w.r.t. the real world.

Definition 1: Let D be the universe of database states. We
vary D over D. Then,PD = P (R × D) is the universe of
probabilistic database states whereP denotes the power set
constructor. We varyPD overPD.

Example 1:To illustrate our approach for representing the
uncertainty involved in data integration, let’s suppose welike
to integrate the example fragments of Fig. 4. The example
pertains to an actor list from both sources each containing one
actor, namely ‘Glenne Headley’. As we have seen in Fig. 3,
data about this actor from both sources is conflicting. Suppose
it is impossible at integration time to make an absolute
decision whether both actor elements refer to the samerwo,
i.e., the system estimates that they match with probabilityα.
Based on these facts and assumptions, there are 5 possible
worlds. In one world there are two actors (the case that they
do not refer to the samerwo). Since there are two possibilities
for the name and independently two possibilities for the role,
there are four possible worlds for the case that they do refer
to the samerwo. Let us furthermore assume that there is no
further evidence that either name or role text is correct, i.e.,
the probability for both is0.5. See Fig. 5 for an illustration of
this set of possible worlds.

Note that we did already use a bit of domain knowledge
here, namely, that the elementsactors, name, and role can
only occur once under their parent elements. Without this DTD
knowledge, there would be many more possible worlds.

B. Compact representation of possible worlds

To capture uncertainty in the XML datamodel, we introduce
two new node types: probability nodes (▽) to represent choice
points and possibility nodes (◦) to represent the individual
choices. Child nodes of probability nodes are always possibil-
ity nodes. Each possibility node has an associated probability,
which denotes the confidence of the database that the node and
its subtree correctly reflects the real world. Sibling possibility
nodes are mutually exclusive, hence probability nodes indicate
choices. Child nodes of possibility nodes are regular XML
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Fig. 5. Possible world representation

PD
OO

��

o
// Ro(PD)

OO

��

D1, · · · ,Dn
o
// Ro(D1), · · · , Ro(Dn)

Fig. 7. Commutative diagram (o denotes an operation,Ro the result ofo)

nodes (•). Child nodes of regular XML nodes can be either
other XML nodes or probability nodes. A formal definition of
a slightly stricter probabilistic XML data model is given in
[3].

The root node of the tree in Fig. 5 can be seen as one big
choice point enumerating all possibilities. We can, however,
obtain a more compact representation of the set of possible
worlds bypushing downthe choice points. If we do this for our
example we arrive at the tree in Fig. 6. We call this thecompact
representation. An XML representation of this tree is what
IMPrECISE stores as its (uncertain) database state. Observe
that the individual aspects of uncertainty in the example, i.e.,
(i) whether or not both actor subtrees refer to the same real
world actor, and if so (ii) which name is the correct name,
and (iii) which role is the correct role, are now separated and
local to the elements with which they are associated.

For smaller examples, the reduction in size is minimal, but
with a growing number of worlds and much overlap between
worlds, the size benefit is much larger.

C. Querying possible worlds

Querying, as all operations on a probabilistic database,
should adhere to possible world theory. The theory dictates
that the semantics of an operation on an uncertain database is
the same as the combination of the evaluation of the operation
on each world independently. Since a possible world is an
ordinary database state, it is clear what the semantics is of
the evaluation of the operation on one particular world, hence
we can deduce the semantics of operations working on the
probabilistic database. The commutative diagram in Fig. 7
illustrates this principle.

Definition 2: Let [[Q(D)]] be the semantics (i.e., result) of
queryQ on regular databaseD . Then, the set of all possible
answers is defined by

AnsQ(PD) = {Q(D) | (p,D) ∈ PD}

Since the same answer may be produced by several possible
worlds, the probability of an answera is defined by

P(a ∈ Q(PD)) =
∑

(p,D)∈PD∧a∈Q(D)

p

The semantics of queryQ on a probabilistic databasePD can
now be defined as

[[Q(PD)]] = {(a, p) | a ∈ AnsQ(PD)
∧p = P(a ∈ Q(PD))}

For querying, the principle means that the semantics of a
query is the collection of query results for all possible worlds.
A naive implementation following this principle closely isof
course very inefficient as it requires the enumeration of all
possible worlds. Therefore, the actual implementation differs
in that it works directly on the compact representation. How
this is accomplished is beyond the scope of this report; it
suffices to know that query results conform to this semantics.

For XPath or XQuery the result of an answer is a sequence.
Possible answers usually only differ in the existence of one
or more elements. For applications, it suffices and is more
practicable to just know on a ‘per-element’ basis with which
probability it occurs a certain number of times in the answer.

Definition 3: Let AnsQ(PD) = {vm | a ∈ AnsQ(PD) ∧
vm ∈ a} be the set of all possible occurrences of an element
v where vm ∈ a denotes thatv occursm times in a. The
probability of v occurringm times in the result is defined as

P(vm ∈ Q(PD)) =
∑

(p,D)∈PD∧a∈Q(D)∧vm∈a

p

‘Per-element’answer stylesemantics can now be defined as
[{Q(PD)}] = {(vm, p) | vm ∈ AnsQ(PD)

∧p = P(vm ∈ Q(PD))}

Example 2:Consider the movie document in Fig. 5 and
the queryQ=’Give me the role of the actor named Glenne
Headley’ expressed for example as the XPath query

//actor[name="Glenne Headley"]/role
Only 3 of the possible worlds will return a non-empty

answer, two containing the role ‘Lydia’, one containing the
role ‘Lydia Ratcliff’. Therefore, the result is

Lydia1 1 − α + 1
4α

Lydia0 3
4α

Lydia Ratcliff1 1
4α

Lydia Ratcliff0 1 − α + 3
4α

Note that the probabilities for each elementv correctly add
up to one.
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Fig. 6. Compact representation

matches(A, B) = {〈a=ca, b=cb, e=est〉|ca ∈ A ∧ cb ∈ B
∧ est = Oracle(ca, cb) ∧ est > 0}

growCluster(C,M) = IF GC = C THEN C ELSE growCluster(GC,M)
WHERE GC = {m ∈ M|∃c ∈ C : m·a = c·a ∨ m·b = c·b}

cluster(M) = Take arbitrarym ∈ M
C := growCluster({m}); R := M\C
RETURN IF R = ∅ THEN {C} ELSE {C} ∪ cluster(R)

combinations(C) = {S∪{a ∈ A|¬∃m ∈ C : m·a = a}
∪{b ∈ B|¬∃m ∈ C : m·b = b}

|S ⊆ C ∧ ∀m1, m2 ∈ S : (m1 ·a = m2 ·a ∨ m1 ·b = m2 ·b)
⇒ m1 = m2}

WHERE A = {m·a|m ∈ C}, B = {m·b|m ∈ C}

integrate(a, b) =
IF a andb are text nodes
THEN IF a = b THEN RETURN a

ELSE RETURN〈prob〉〈poss prob=0.5〉a〈/poss〉
〈poss prob=0.5〉b〈/poss〉〈/prob〉

/* Matching phase*/
M := matches(a/child::∗, b/child::∗)
cert := {m ∈ M|m·e = 1}
possible := {m ∈ M|¬∃m′ ∈ cert : m′ ·a = m·a ∨ m′ ·b = m·b}
/* Clustering phase*/
clusters := cluster(possible)
/* Result construction phase*/
result := NEW ELEMENT ”same name asa andb”
FOREACH e ∈ a/child::∗ WHERE ¬∃m ∈ M : m·a = c

DO INSERT e INTO result
IF full integration (not only enrichment)
THEN FOREACH e ∈ b/child::∗ WHERE ¬∃m ∈ M : m·b = c

DO INSERT e INTO result
FOREACH m ∈ cert DO INSERT integrate(m·a, m·b) INTO result
FOREACH C ∈ clusters DO

prob := NEW ELEMENT ”prob”; INSERT prob INTO result
FOREACH comb ∈ combinations(C) DO

poss := NEW ELEMENT ”poss”; INSERT poss INTO prob
FOREACH m ∈ comb DO

IF m is a pair
THEN INSERT integrate(m·a, m·b) INTO poss
ELSE INSERTm INTO poss

RETURN result

Fig. 8. Integration algorithm

D. Integration Algorithm

The algorithm for our probabilistic data integration ap-
proach is given in Fig. 8. Note that this algorithm is an
improvement of the one presented in [3] in that it results in
a more compact integrated result. In this section, we explain
the algorithm in general terms and illustrate it by explaining
its behaviour for the example elements given in Fig. 4.

The input to the algorithm are two XML elementsa and

b. We assume that their schemas are aligned. Integration is
performed recursively on a level-by-level basis. This can be
seen in the calls tointegrate within the integrate function
itself. Its arguments are alwaysm·a andm·b which are children
of the inputa andb respectively. The algorithm first checks if
the input nodes are text nodes, because then it can immediately
return a result. Each recursion step is divided into three phases.

Matching phase:First we need to find possible matches
between the children of the two input elements. Matching is
performed by calling a functionOracle for each possible pair
of children. It estimates the similarity of two given elements
based on a set of knowledge rules. We discuss these knowledge
rules in Section III-E. TheOracle returns an estimate of0
when the given two elements have a different element name. In
this way, it does not matter for our algorithm if the childrenit
is matching are all of the same type (e.g., theactor children
of the actors element) or of mixed types (e.g., thename
androle children of theactor element).

Some matches have similarity1, which means that the
Oracle is certain that they match. We distinguish those incert
from the rest, because if there is a certain match for a child,
then we need not consider other matches of lower similarity
for this element. The remaining matches inpossible represent
all entities for which we cannot make an absolute decision.
Therefore, for each of these we need to consider both the
possibility that they refer to the samerwo and the possibility
that they do not.

If invoked on theactors elements, theOracle estimates
the similarity between the twoactor elements and returns
α. Becauseα 6= 1, its match ends up inpossible and
cert remains empty. In a deeper recursion step,integrate is
invoked on bothactor elements. Here theOracle produces
4 estimations: two are0 becausename 6= role and two are
0.5, because we assumed that there was no further evidence
that either name or role is correct. Both matches end up in
possible andcert remains empty.

Clustering phase: The set of remaining uncertain
matches usually contains small clusters of similar entities. For
example, movies from IMDB similar to “The Hustler” are
usually not similar to “Stage Beauty”. It is beneficial to find
these clusters to get a compact representation of the end result.

In theactors recursion step, there was only one match, so
we obtain one cluster with the match. In theactor recursion
step, there were two matches which do not overlap, so we
obtain two clusters with each one match.



The improvement of the algorithm of Fig. 8 over the one
presented in [3] lies in this additional clustering phase. In
[3] we observed that the number of combinations increases
drastically with rising number of possible matches. For ex-
ample, if botha and b have 5 children and they all possibly
match, then we end up with 1546 combinations, hence 1546
possibility nodes. As we argued above, many small clusters
can usually be found. As a consequence, we do not produce
one probability node with a huge number of possibilities, but
several probability nodes, one for each cluster, with each just
a few possibilities.

Result construction phase:Now we are ready to con-
struct the result. We create one element which represents the
integrate result. All children ofa that are not matched, are
added to the result. The same applies to children ofb, but
only when we do a full integration and not just enrichtment.
For our TV guide example, we are not interested in a full
integration of movies, but only in enrichment of the movies
of the TV guide with dataonly on these moviesfrom IMDB. In
deeper recursion steps, we are interested in full integration of
all elements. Subsequently, all certain matches are integrated
and added as children.

For each cluster of matches we are faced with several
possibilities. Therefore, we create aprob element (and add
it to the result) for each cluster. A cluster contains a set of
matches that can either be correct (i.e., the elements indeed
refer to the samerwo in reality) or incorrect. The choices for
either correct or incorrect for each match are independent.The
only restriction is that if an elementa is matched to an element
b, then a cannot at the same time be matched with another
elementb′ 6= b, because in the original data source,b and b′

were individual elements representing different entities. The
combinations function determines all possible combinations
of correct/incorrect choices for the matches of a cluster.
Correct choices represent possibilities where we assume the
elements refer to the samerwo, so we integrate them. Incorrect
choices represent possibilities where we assume the elements
do not refer to the samerwo, so they end up as individual
elements in the combination and eventually as individual
children of theposs element. To keep the presentation of the
algorithm in Fig. 8 clear, we have omitted the calculation ofthe
probability of a combination. It basically is the product ofthe
probabilities of the correct/incorrect choices for the matches
that led to the particular combination.

In the actors recursion step, we had one cluster with
one match. There are only two possible combinations:{a, b}
and{a/b}. Therefore, we construct aprob element with two
poss elements. This is the root node in Fig. 6. In theactor
recursion step, there were two clusters with each one match.
This produces the other two probability nodes in Fig. 6.

E. The Oracle and its Knowledge Rules

The invokation of theOracle is the only point in the
data integration algorithm where a semantical decision is
being taken. In this way, we have strictly separated the
integrationmechanismfrom the integrationintelligence. The

Oracle obtains its intelligence from knowledge rules. We
distinguish betweengeneric and domain-specificknowledge
rules. The current set of generic rules inIMPrECISE is
discussed in Section III-F. Domain-specific rules are defined
by the developer to enable theThe Oracle to produce good
estimations by taking into account the specificities of the
application domain. The role and effect of the knowledge rules
in theThe Oracle can be understood best by imagining a few
hypothetical ‘extreme’Oracles:

• Omniscient Oracle. This Oracle has perfect knowledge,
hence can always give a correct absolute estimate of
0 or 1 for each pair of elements. This is of course
a hypothetical situation, but if we would be able to
define all required knowledge rules for it, thencert
would contain all positive matches andpossible would
always be empty. Therefore, we obtain only clusters of
one match, so no probability and possibility nodes are
constructed, and the algorithm produces an integration
result without uncertainty.4

• Ignorant doubtful Oracle. ThisOracle has no knowledge
rules at all. For differently named elements it produces
an estimate of 0; otherwise it produces 0.5 effectively
stating that it is always fully in doubt. With thisOracle,
all pairs of children would match, hencecert is empty
andpossible contains a cartesian product of all children.
These matches all form one cluster which produces a
huge number of possible combinations. Consequently,
with thisOracle we get a maximally exploded integration
result. Note that the algorithm does work without any
knowledge. The only drawback is data explosion, because
it considers all (non-sensical) possibilities.

• Ignorant decisive Oracle. ThisOracle also has no knowl-
edge rules, but stubbornly estimates all matches with 0.
This is an interesting case, because this leavescert and
possible empty, hence the integration result contains a
union of the children of both elements. This is what is
frequently done in practice to get an initial integrated
data set, which is subsequently cleaned. Entity resolution
happens in the data cleaning phase. Note that with data
cleaning solutions, an absolute choice is always made for
two data items to be ‘duplicates’ or not.

The Ignorant doubtfulOracle is what we start with. To
obtain an integration that is good enough for a particular
application, we add as many knowledge rules as needed to
obtain an integration result that balances size of integration
result with query answer quality well.IMPrECISE contains
a basic set of generic rules, so the developer needs to only
define domain-specific rules that partially override the generic
rules. We present the generic rules below. The domain-specific
rules for our example application are given in Section V-A.

4Strictly speaking this is not true. In the presented algorithm, theOracle
does not make decisions about which value to take if data between sources
conflicts. Text nodes always receive a 50/50 decision, so probability and
possibility nodes are constructed for text nodes.



F. Generic rules

Since we do not focus in our work on similarity measures,
but on how to cope with their inherent imperfections, we have
implemented a simple edit distance measure that regularly
gives too little evidence for an absolute decision. Unless
overridden by other rules, two elements are compared based
on inverse relative edit distance(red) of their string values:

red = 1 −
editdistance(a, b)

max(length(a), length(b))

Because of different naming conventions for names of things
and people, e.g., “Kal Penn” and “Penn, Kal” in Fig. 3, we
count the switch around the comma in the edit distance as two
edits (one delete and one insert). To be able to force absolute
decisions, there are two thresholds:

1) A minimum threshold: if thered is below this thresh-
old, The Oracle concludes with certainty that the two
elementsdo not refer to the samerwo.

2) A maximum threshold: if thered is above this thresh-
old, The Oracle concludes with certainty that the two
elementsdo refer to the samerwo.

For anyred between the two thresholds, the system considers
the two possibilities seperately: the data items either refer to
two different rwos or they refer to the samerwo. The red
is taken as probability for the case that they do refer to the
samerwo. The default minimum and maximum thresholds are
0.2 and 1.0 respectively (i.e., there is no maximum threshold).
The system can be configured with different thresholds for
certain paths, but this is domain-specific (see Section V-A for
the configurations in our experiments).

Furthermore, elements with different element names cannot
possibly refer to the samerwo, because the schemas are as-
sumed to be aligned. Also, constraints on the schema imposed
by a DTD are taken into account, e.g., if a certain element can
only occur once and both data source contain the element, then
they must refer to the samerwo, because otherwise we end
up with two elements in the result which is against the DTD.

IV. M EASURING QUALITY

Querying uncertain data results in answers containing un-
certainty. Therefore, an answer is not correct or incorrectin
the traditional sense of a database query. We need a more
subtle notion of answer quality. Also, the quality of the
integrated database itself can be quantified, for example, a
higher amount of uncertainty in a database suggests a lower
quality. Moreover, lower average answer quality also suggests
a lower integration quality.

A. A measure for the amount of uncertainty

An often used measure for the amount of uncertainty in
a database is the number of possible worlds it represents.
However, this measure exaggerates the perceived amount
of uncertainty, because it grows exponentially with linearly
growing independent possibilities. Additionally, we would like
all measures to be in a predefined range, i.e. between 0 and

1. We defined two measures to quantify the quality of the
integration result [6].

• Decisivenessis an indication how easy query answers can
be interpreted, i.e., how decisive the associated probabil-
ities are, hence how easy an application can filter out the
‘probably good’ ones.

• Densityis an indication of the ratio between the amount
of uncertain and certain data.

For the purpose of this report, we only use density as a
measure. It is based on the average number of alternatives per
choice point:

Dens= 1 −
1

Ncp

Ncp∑

j=1

1

Nposs,j

whereNcp is the number of choice points in the document
and Nposs,j is the number of possibilities at choice pointj.
Dens is 0 for a databases that contains no uncertainty. Dens
decreases if there is more certain data in the database for the
same amount of uncertain data. If all choice points containn
alternatives, Dens is(1− 1

n
), which approaches 1 with growing

n. The uncertainty density is independent of the probabilities
in the database.

B. Answer Quality

In the possible world approach, an uncertain answer rep-
resents a set of possible answers each with an associated
probability. In some systems, it is possible to work with
alternatives without probabilities, but these can be considered
as equally likely alternatives, hence with uniformly distributed
probabilities.

The set of possible answers ranked according to probability
has much in common with the result of an information retrieval
query. We therefore base our answer quality measure on
precision and recall [25]. We adapt these notions, however,
by taking into account the probability with which a system
claims a query answer to be true. The intuition behind it is
that the quality of a correct answer is higher if the system
dares to claim that it is correct with a higher probability.
Analogously, incorrect answers with a high probability are
worse than incorrect answers with a low probability.

Precision and recall are traditionally computed by looking
at the presence of correct and incorrect answers. Since XPath
and XQuery answers are sequences and we ignore order, we
defineH to be themultisetof correct answers to a query (as
determined by a human),A the multiset of answers produced
by the system, andC the intersection of the two, i.e., the
multiset of correct answers produced by the system (see
Fig. 9).

Since we have an answer per possible world, it is logical
to take theexpected valueof the precision and recall. This
naturally takes into account the probabilities associatedwith
answers. If we defineA as [{Q(PD)}], C as {(vm, p) ∈
[{Q(PD)}] | vm ∈ H}, and |S| =

∑
(vm,p)∈S p × m the



HA C

Prec =

|C|
|A|

Rec =

|C|
|H|

Fig. 9. Precision and recall.

expected cardinality of multiset with probabilitiesS, then

Precision =
|C|

|A|
=

∑

(p,D)∈PD

p × |PrecisionQ(D)|

Recall =
|C|

|H |
=

∑

(p,D)∈PD

p × |RecallQ(D)|

For example, suppose the answer to the query “Give me all
movies aired on CMAX on June 5” is “The Namesake” and
“Namesake, The”. We consider textual variations of the same
semantical concept as the same answer. If the system returns
this single answer (which is correct), but with a confidence of
90%, then precision and recall are both 90%. If, however, it
also gives some other (incorrect) movie with a confidence of
20%, precision drops to 82% and recall stays 90%.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental set-up

The aim of the experiments is twofold: to investigate the
sensitivity of rule definition and threshold tuning on integration
quality and to use this insight as evidence that our probabilistic
integration approach indeed significantly reduces development
effort. By defining knowledge rules and thresholds, a developer
aims to get rid of as many incorrect possibilities as possible
to reduce the uncertainty and consequently the size of the
integration result, but at the same time to not run too much
risk in ruling out correct possibilities. Therefore, the following
factors play a role in the experiments.

• Knowledge rules.
• Thresholds.
• Amount of uncertainty in the integration result.
• Size of the integration result.
• Quality of answers to certain queries.
The domain of the experiment concerns movies. In the

integration, only the entities ‘movie’, ‘actor’, and ‘genre’
are present inboth data sources, hence play a role in the
entity resolution for this application. Therefore, the domain
knowledge added to the system focuses on these entities. Fig. 3
shows which other elements accompany these entities.

The knowledge rules The domain-specific knowledge rules
we defined are the following.

1) DTD rule : The DTD prescribes that certain elements
occur only once among others title, year, and within the
actor-element: name and role.

2) MovieTitle rule (MT-rule): The probability of two movie
elements referring to the samerwo is based solely on the

similarity of their titles.5 To obtain candidate matches for
a particular movie title, we search for those movie titles
that have the least edit distance. If the best edit distance is
not zero, we expand the candidates with all titles within
a margin ofn additional edit distance (we vary marginn
in the experiments).

3) UniqueRole rule (UR-rule): If the role-child of two
actor-elements is exactly the same and the role is unique
for the movie in both data sources, thenThe Oracle
concludes with certainty that it is the same actor. If the
role is not the same, then the probability is computed by
multiplying thered’s of the name and role children. As a
consequence, if the role is the same but not unique or the
role is missing, then the decision ofThe Oracle is based
on the actor name only (we vary the minimum threshold
on actors in the experiments).

Note that the only development effort needed for the TV
guide application to safely and sufficiently reduce the number
of incorrect matches for entity resolution of movies and actors,
hence to be able to meaningfully use the integrated data set,
is the definition of the DTD, the definition of the above two
rules, and to tune the two given thresholds.

4 June 2008

Bobby
National Lampoon’s

Vacation
Monsoon Wedding
Escape from New York
Reservoir Dogs

5 June 2008

Notes on a Scandal
The Namesake
District B13
The Howling
American Psycho

Fig. 10. Movies in our
TV guide data source

Data set As explained in Section I-
B, we use for our experiments the
application context of a TV guide ap-
plication. As representative data, we
took the ‘Movies on TV’ page of
www.tvguide.com. It contains a
selection of movies that are aired that
day. Fig. 10 shows two days worth of
‘Today’s Picks’.

We integrate with data from the
IMDB movie database (version 3.24)
publicly available from various FTP-
sites. We converted the data to XML
with a schema aligned with the TV
guide data. We excluded documen-
taries and adult movies to leave a realistic and substantialdata
set of 243,856 movies.

We chose June 4 and 5 for the TV guide data set, because
of the interesting properties below. Data from other days show
similar behaviour.

• The movies ‘National Lampoon’s Vacation’ (1983) and
‘District B13’ (2006) do not appear in the IMDB data
set. Especially for the latter, many movies with similar
titles end up as possible matches in the integration result.
Best matches are ‘National Lampoon’s Bag Boy’ (2008)
at 77% and ‘Bistrice ’63” (1964) at 58% respectively.

• For movies ‘Bobby’ (2006) and ‘Reservoir Dogs’ (1992)
there are 3 and 1 other movies, respectively, with exactly
the same title, hence which the MT-rule cannot distin-
guish.

5This obviously is not the best possible movie matching rule,but that is not
what we are after. We want to show that even using simple imperfect rules
like these, we can quickly obtain a meaningfully usable integration result.



Group #Queries Query pattern
A 18 For each leaf element, an absolute path to the leaf
B 5 //movie[.//genre=’X’]/title
C 5 //actor[.//role=’X’]/name
D 5 //movie[.//role=’X’]/title
E 5 //movie[.//keyword=’X’]/title
F 5 //movie[.//location=’X’]/title

Total 43
G 12 All actor queries, i.e., groups C and D and the two

absolute paths for role and name from A

Fig. 11. Groups of experimental queries (forX we chose 5 different values
that focus on different possible mistakes).

• The movies ‘The Namesake’ and ‘The Howling’ are
written as ‘Namesake, The’ and ‘Howling, The’ in IMDB.
Our red measure estimates these similarities as 83% and
82% respectively. Since these matches are not perfect, the
system starts to confuse these movies with other movies
at certain margins. Most similar titles for ‘The Namesake’
are ‘Passage, The’, ‘Caretacker, The’ and others at 50%;
most similar titles for ‘The Howling’ are ‘Hazing, The’,
‘Calling, The’ and others at 55%.

• Consequently, the June 5 TV guide data is much more
difficult to enrich than the June 4 TV guide data.

Factors We investigate threshold tuning sensitivity by varying
the margin for the MT-rule and the minimum relative edit
distance threshold for actors that do not hit the UR-rule (i.e.,
no matching role or the role is not unique). Varying the
margin of the MT-rule has no effect on movies that have an
exact match. For ‘The Namesake’ and ‘The Howling’, only an
imperfect match exists, but the best matching titles are also
the correct matches, so increasing the margin means that the
probability mass going to the correct matches decreases. For
movies that do not have a match, increasing the margin only
increases the confusement.

Note that when an incorrect match for a movie is considered
as a realistic possibility, the actor lists of both movies are
integrated as well possibly producing some correct matches,
but more likely producing a union of the actor lists when it
determines that all actors are different people.

At a high threshold for actors, correct matches are often
not found. Fig. 3 shows many cases where for the same real-
world actors, names and roles differ substantially in theirdata
of both sources. Decreasing the threshold will increase the
likelihood that they are matched, but also the likelihood for
incorrect matches.

To investigate the effect of rule definition, we switch off
the DTD-rules and the UR-rule respectively and compare the
quality of the answers to those where the rules were switched
on. We also investigate the change in effect of threshold tuning.

Queries We assess the quality of our integration result by
taking the average precision and recall for different subsets of
43 queries (see Fig. 11 for a description of the queries). Groups
B through F are chosen based on the following aspects:

• Group B is independent of entity matching problems in
actors.

• Group C focuses on actors only, but movie entity match-
ing mistakes may affect the group when actors and roles
from incorrectly matched movies are taken into account.

• Group D navigates from actor to movie.
• Group E has a predicate on (enriched) data from IMDB.
• Group F has a predicate on data from the TV guide.
• Group G are all queries that involve actor information; it

is a subset of 12 queries.

B. Results

In this section, we discuss the various effects of knowledge
rule definition and threshold tuning on the integration quality.
We first look at threshold tuning by investigating the effectof
varying the movie title margin and actor threshold. We then
focus on rule definition by switching of the DTD and the
UniqueRole rules.

Effect of movie title margin
Fig. 12 shows the results of varying the movie title margin

where we keep the actor threshold at 0.4. The expectation is
that the size of the integration result increases with a larger
margin as more matches are considered possible. This holds
for 5 June, but not for 4 June (see Fig. 12(a)). The reason is
that 4 of its movies have an exact match, so any lower quality
matches are not considered. ‘National Lampoon’s Vacation’
does not have a correct match, but even at margin 5 no other
matches are found. Hence the result at margins 1 through 4 is
the same.

June 5 is the more interesting case here. The expectation for
answer quality is that with the lowest margin, some correct
matches may be missed. Not taking into account effects on
probabilities, increasing the margin would at first increase
precision and recall. Going beyond the margin, however, where
all correct matches are found, would decrease precision and
recall would stay the same. This expectation holds for recall
(see Fig. 12(c)): at margin 1 the correct matches for all movies
are found. Gradually diminishing quality at higher margins
can often be explained by effects on probabilities. Even
though the extra possibilities that are considered at higher
margins have low probabilities, they do ‘consume’ some of the
probability mass, hence correct answers receive slightly lower
probabilities. At margin 0, no movies are matched, hence no
enrichment and the integration result is the same as the original
TV guide data. Since that data is correct and all answers have
probability 1, precision is 1 (see Fig. 12(b)). The ‘wobble’
at margin 3 can be explained by two counteracting effects:
(a) probabilities of answers become lower (lower|C| and|A|),
(b) more (incorrect) answers end up in the result (higher|A|).

It depends on the application whether precision is more
important or recall. A P/R-curve is useful for determining
where the optimal setting for the margin lies (see Fig. 12(d)).
Since we are interested in enriching the TV guide data set, we
are after good recall, perhaps at the expense of some precision.
For all interesting groups of queries we found that at margin1
we already have the recall we want. Note that a developer does
not have this curve at his/her disposal. If he sets the margin
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Fig. 12. Effect of movie title margin (actor threshold 0.4)

at a safe level, e.g., 2 or 3, we see that precision and recall do
not change much, hence answer quality is rather insensitiveto
a moderately safe setting of the margin.

Effect of actor threshold
The effect of varying the actor threshold is expected to

be exactly opposite to movie title margin, because a higher
threshold means less possibilities to be considered while a
higher margin means more. A difference between the actor
and movie entities, is that an actor matchdependson a movie
match, because only the actors of possibly matching movies
are matched. We do, however, expect similar general behaviour
at different margins when varying the actor threshold.

The effect of actor threshold on size of integration result is
as expected (see Fig. 13(a)). We furthermore see a more rapid
increase for margins 1 and 2 for very low thresholds. At these
thresholds the system starts to confuse actors on a massive
scale.

As observed before, at margin 0 no movies are matched,
nothing is enriched, hence we end up with only the TV guide
data. Therefore, precision is 1 (see Fig.s 12(b) and 13(b)).The
recall of about 0.8 for actor queries (see Fig.s 12(c) and 13(c))
can be interpreted as the TV guide holding roughly 80% of
the correct actors.

At margins higher than 1, we see the same behaviour:
Precision goes up (although only slightly), at threshold 0.8
it is at its maximum, and then it gradually decreases. At
threshold 1, the system consideres all actors to be different
people. Because we specified to be interested in anintegration
of actors from both sources instead of only enrichment (as with
movies), mistakenly not matching two actors means that they
appear twice in the resulting actor list. For recall this doesn’t
matter (|C| does not differ for 1 or 2 occurrences of an actor
in the result when only one is correct), so only effects of
additional possibilities consuming probability mass are visible
in recall. Precision, however, is affected by mistakenly not
matching actors, because|A| is higher.

Nevertheless, we see that the answer quality is less sensitive

to the actor threshold than to the movie title margin. In
Fig. 13(d), we can furthermore observe that absolute path
queries (Group A) are very insensitive, because it affects only
2 of the 18 queries. We see more effect on the actor queries,
but even here the movie title margin effects are bigger.

Effect of DTD rules
Fig. 12(a) also shows the effect on size of integration result

if we switch off some of the DTD rules. As an effect, the
system no longer holds the domain information that title, year,
genres, directors, plots, and locations can only occur once.
The effect on the size is minor, so is the effect on quality (not
shown in the graphs to maintain readability).

Effect of UR-rule
Fig. 14 compares the size, precision and recall for situations

with and without the UniqueRole-rule. The rule apparently
is very effective in protecting against an explosion in the
size of the integration when the threshold is set too low. It
effectively avoids reliance on string matching for those actors
that can be perfectly matched based on their unique role. At
higher thresholds, it consistently produces higher precision
irrespective of the data involved (4 or 5 June concern distinct
sets of movies). We haven’t found a good explanation yet for
why recall is lower when the UR-rule is switched on.

Evidence for development effort reduction
The first observation that we like to emphasize, is that for

each entity, in our case movie and actor, we only had to
specifyonedomain-specific rule to provide enough knowledge
to the system for roughly resolving the entities. For the rest
the system relies on generic string matching and appropriate
thresholds. The MT-rule is far from perfect, it only relies
on movie titles for identification of movies, yet it is already
able to achieve average precision and recall around 0.94 and
0.7, respectively, with a safe margin setting of 2 or 3 (see
Fig. 12(b) and 12(c)). This often is ‘good enough’ for an
initial integration knowing that answers are accompanied with
probabilities with which an application can easily pick the
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Fig. 13. Effect of actor threshold (Group G; 5 Jun)
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most probably ones, and that feedback during use of the
application will gradually improve the integration quality. The
UR-rule makes an absolute decision for a large subset of
actors, which effectively reduces uncertainty significantly. A
likely subsequent action of the developer would be to include
the year in movie identification. We refrained from doing that
to show that even with such a preliminary rule, already a
meaningfully usable integrated data set is obtained.

The second important observation is that precision and recall
is rather insensitive to moderate variations in threshold settings
especially on side of a ‘safe setting’. With a safe setting we
mean a setting that is not likely to miss any correct matches
at the expense of considering quite some incorrect matches
as realistic possibilities (high movie title margin or low actor
threshold). From this we conclude that a developer need not
spend much time on threshold tuning. It suffices for him to
just inspect matching results for a sample of data and then to
choose a somewhat safer value.

In this way, our approach allows a developer who needs
to integrate two data sources, to only focus on resolving the

proverbial 90% of easy cases and save 90% of the work
he would otherwise have to spend on resolving the 10% of
hard cases. The only thing we need to subtract from the 90%
development effort reduction is effort on rule definition and
threshold tuning. For this, we just argued that few rules and
rough settings suffice.

Obviously, the remaining 10% of unresolved entities remain
in the integrated data as uncertainty. As we explained in the
introduction and [2], we can defer their resolution to the
end users of the integrated data using user feedback. During
use the integration quality will gradually improve in this
way. But most importantly, the application can be already be
meaningfully used without resolving the 10% of hard cases,
hence ‘time-to-market’ is reduced significantly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

Entity resolution is a challenging problem in many appli-
cations that require different data sources to be integrated.
An often-used rule of thumb states that about 90% of the
development effort is devoted to solving the remaining 10%



hard cases. Our probabilistic integration approach aims at
reducing the development effort needed for such applications
by allowing some semantic uncertainty to remain in the data,
while still being able to meaningfully use this data. The
developer is only required to provide a few knowledge rules
and rough estimations for thresholds.

The main contribution of this report is a thorough exper-
imental investigation of the effects and sensitivity of rule
definition and threshold tuning on the integration quality.Our
experiments are based on an application for which movie
data from a TV guide is enriched with data from IMDB.
Essential to the enrichment is resolution of the entities movie
and actor that occur in both data sources. We selected two
days worth of data from the TV movie guide (more data
from other days shows similar behaviour) and a realistic
and substantial data set of 243,856 movies from IMDB. By
measuring the expected value of average precision and recall
for 43 queries, we determined the quality of the integrated
data for various threshold settings and rule configurations. The
results convincingly prove that our approach indeed reduces
development effort — and not merely shifts the effort to rule
definition and threshold tuning — by showing that setting
rough safe thresholds and defining only a few rules suffices to
produce a ‘good enough’ integration that can be meaningfully
used.

Note that this pertains to the quality of theinitial data inte-
gration. In our probabilistic integration approach, the knowl-
edge rules are only needed to quickly produce an integrated
data set of manageable size that can be meaningfully used by
an application. Feedback obtained from a user interacting with
an application gradually improves the integration [2].

Several aspects of our approach need further research. We
plan to continue investigating the interplay between (formu-
lations of) knowledge rules, properties of the integrated data,
and quality of query answers, e.g., in other real-life application
domains. More insight into these aspects is expected to be
important for devising effective tools to support developers
in using our approach in practice. For the latter, further
research is also needed on how to seamlessly embed feedback
giving functionality in GUIs, and on improving the scalability
of the algorithms for integration, querying and user feed-
back in the underlying probabilistic database. Furthermore,
our integration approach is expected to benefit from being
combined with fuzzy querying techniques. Combining our
approach with schema matching has the potential of further
decreasing development effort for data integration. We also
believe that our probabilistic integration approach can be
adapted to a (probabilistic)relational database setting (e.g.,
Trio [9]). Finally, effectively measuring answer and integration
quality remains a hard task, so we intend to examine other
means for measuring this as well.
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